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About This Game

Elven Love will let you feel ancient magic on your skin! Immerse into mystical and mysterious worlds of Wood and Moon
Elves.

Despite shared ancestors, both races are different in many ways and falling in love between them is very unusual. For those rare
occasions, they have an ancient ritual of love which must to be done for the reunion of both kin.

In this experience, you will be witnessing ceremony preparations of two elves, connected by the spiritual bond of love.

Features:

Use magical wands to pose the elves, move them and do other interesting activities

High-quality elves models with custom skin solution

Two unique races with individual culture, surroundings etc.
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Unique mystical, fantasy atmosphere

Immerse yourself into this experience by completing different puzzles

Watch elves dance with a passion for you
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Title: Elven Love
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Red Vibe Studio
Publisher:
Red Vibe Studio
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2018
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I've been searching for a game to scratch a more serious (non arcadeyish, at least in terms of health) single player cover based
shooter itch I have in VR.

This game is how I'd imagine Time Crisis in VR with a Payday esque theme would be.

You have the option of Rookie (3 lives) or Hard (1 life? I haven't actually tried it yet). When you begin, you start behind a cop
car, you have about 3 seconds to get into cover and then the action begins. You have to kill all the bank robbers before you are
moved to the next position, and that's it. It's a hard game, but to me it's a ton of fun.

I love that you HAVE to take cover, you have to blindfire (because if you are out in the open for too long, you are going to get
hit). I LOVE that the AI attempts to suppress your position. I LOVE that they also take cover and you can (at least seemingly)
suppress them as well. It just adds up to a really fun time.

I'm not sure what the next updates will bring but I look forward to it, and for the price, the experience is a steal.. Between the
crashes and not being able to run long enough to get away from the monster, this game is very frustrating.. I played it briefly to
see if my 6-year old daughter would like it and I think this game is very nice! Perfect for kids! Beautiful world, game mechanics
work very good, nice sound effects,... she's gonna love it! If you're looking for a VR game for your little kids, this is definitely a
game you should buy.. So bad game. Doesnt work. Everlasting laoding screen and achivement Master 100lvl repeating every
login\/Fix this. Old games are hard, but a game without any helpfull tutorial is meeh.
I really suggest hit youtube first, and get some knowledge, because the game wont show you.
When you have mastered the game it is really fun to play :). VERY Simple, quick and easy game. Good to play during lunch
time at the office.. this is a great, free, sourse, multiplayer game. it is well crafted, while still seeming "gary's mod" feel. I
recommend this game to actual anyone, whether you play shooters or multiplayer games.
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Since I can't give a "half tumb up" I guess it's recommended. Neat design, but in all honesty not much of a game. Short and not
more than your general old "flash game" when it comes to gameplay. For the low price tho, well, suppose it's worth it.. After
purchasing, I can not get the Boeing B-29 Superfortress to download. I can not find any online Tech Support. Very
disappointing.. A nice time waster, a minimalistic and very simple puzzle with some replayability, especially when you have to
waste some minutes :) With plenty of achievements too, maybe somehow repetitive but it's ok for its price!. Meme Like Game...

Easy and Fast to get to 100% Achievements

. Neat physics and body deformation

Got it for like 12 bucks during early access
Not 100% sure about the 45 euro pricetag tho. You need to press "enter" to use stuff.. This is the first First Person Dungeon
Crawler I've ever completed. I've started many in the past, but they've always managed to lose my interest pretty quickly, but not
this time.

The first and most obvious appeal here is the artwork. It's phenomenal. The character designs are pretty amazing and there's a
bunch of designs per character per job.

Music is "okay". Nothing special, but certainly decent. It's very repetative and you'll hear the same song looping constantly in
each individual dungeon. At least each dungeon has its own music loop.

Combat is sorta meh. Unlocking all of classes for each character will give you access to a freaking ton of skills. But in practice,
you can win almost every fight using 2 to 3 skills per character. It might be different in the hardest difficulty, but on normal and
below I used 2 skills per character basically the entire game. One skill for AoE and on skill for nuking a boss. This got boring
after a while and I ended up using the auto battle and turbo mode constantly.

The story was unique. I love the way they worked fairy tale characters into a story without being an obvious rip off. The puns
and references were awesome. Jack's gotta climb that beanstalk.

Performance was perfect. Zero frame drops and zero crashes.

tl;dr 7/10 decently good game, great visuals, boring combat, excellent performance. First rule of Jagged Alliance - Back in
Action: Stop comparing the game to JA2.

I absolutely adored the original - but this game holds up well on its own. Lots of challenges and real time works well as you are
able to go into a form of strategy mode.

I would have loved, if they had added more online mercs and new stuff. But it's still a great game.
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